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Southern Ocean Ventilation
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Ocean Ventilation = Transport of surface waters into 

ocean interior.
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CFCs and Anthropogenic CO2
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Southern Ocean Ventilation
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Ventilation of southern oceans important for global 

climate and cycling of carbon, oxygen and nutrients. 

• Southern oceans have warmed at roughly twice 

the global rate over past few decades. 

• 40% of anthropogenic carbon uptake by ocean is 

south of 40S. 



Changes in Wind Stress
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But some debate … 

=> Examine ocean measurements of 

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) 

• Wind stress is important driver of the 

ocean circulation / ventilation.

• Observations show an increase in SH 

wind stress in recent decades (due 

mainly to ozone depletion).

• Theoretical and modeling studies 

indicate that this will lead to changes 

in ocean circulation and ventilation. 



Ocean CFC Measurements
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Ocean Fronts 

As CFCs  are conserved in oceans and their atmospheric concentration 

increased from 1950 to 2000, repeat CFC measurements can be used to 

estimate changes in ocean ventilation times.

Measurements of CFC-12 were made along sections in Southern Oceans 

during early 1990s (WOCE) and mid to late 2000s (CLIVAR Repeat 

Hydrography). 

P16 (1991,2005), 

P18 (1994,2008), 

P06 (1992,2003,2009), 

A16 (1989,2005),

I08 (1994,2008) 



Change in Mean Water-Mass Age
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% difference in mean age between occupation. 

Waugh et al. (Science, 2013).

Observed increases in CFC-12 within subtropical” waters smaller than 

expected for steady transport, and larger than expected within polar 

waters: =>  Decrease of “age” within SAMW and increase within CDW.

SAMW



Change in Mean Water-Mass Age
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% difference in mean age between occupation. 

Waugh et al. (Science, 2013).

Consistent picture for all sections: 

Decrease of “age” within SAMW and increase within CDW.

SAMW



Consistency with other Studies
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Climate-change simulations 

[CCSM; Bryan et al. 2006; GFDL; Gnanadesikan et al. 2007]

Spin-up of southern subtropical gyres 

[e.g., Roemmich et al. 2006].

Increase in age of deep 

water in the Weddell Sea

[Huhn et al., DSR, 2013]

DSSH 2003/04 – 1993/94

DAge



Climate Model Perturbation Experiments
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Examine changes in the ideal age in the perturbation experiments of 

CCSM4 where the wind stress is instantaneously increased [Gent & 

Danabasoglu, 2011].

[Note: Change in wind stress in model 

is much larger than observed increase 

over last 30 years.]

PERT1: 50% increase in 

wind stress.

PERT2: 75% increase, plus 

3o poleward movement of 

maximum.

In steady state, the ideal age = mean water-mass age 



Zonal-mean Ideal Age
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Ideal Age at t=0 in perturbation experiments



Zonal-mean Ideal Age
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Increased 

age 

Decreased 

age 

Control PERT1-Control (100 yrs)

Increased wind stress leads to younger ages in subtropical thermocline and 

(slightly) older ages in circumpolar deep water. 



Zonal-mean Ideal Age
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Decrease in ages is due to 

combination of movement of 

isopycnals and along-isopycnal 

transport. 

Increased 

age 

Decreased 

age 

Control PERT1-Control (100 yrs)

Isopycnal Change (100 yrs)

Increased wind stress leads to younger ages in subtropical thermocline and 

(slightly) older ages in circumpolar deep water. 



Evolution of ideal age
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Evolution @ 36S
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Fixed z

Fixed s2

s2(t)Age(t) Downward 

Movement of 

IsopyncalsIsopyncal

Transport

(36S, 700m) Two time-scale response: 

(i) Rapid change 

(primarily) due to 

movement of 

isopycnals

(ii) Slower response due 

(primarily) to 

isopycnal transport. 

Age(t) @ 36S,  400 & 700m 

PERT1

PERT2

t1 ~ 3-8 yr, t2 ~ 20-40 yr



Linear Response Theory
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PERT experiments have unrealistic, 

instantaneous increase in wind stress. 

Insight into response to more realistic 

temporal variation obtained using linear 

response theory:

R = Age Response of 

to step-function 

increase in wind stress.

F = temporal 

variation of wind 

stress

F = Age Response to F(t)

• Delay of 10-20 yrs in age response

• Impact of 1980-2000 increase in 

wind stress persists for 2-3 decades.

F(t)

R(t)

F(t)



Conclusions
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CFC observations indicate a 

decrease in age of subtropical mode 

waters and an increase in the age of 

upwelling circumpolar deep waters, 

over last few decades.

Consistent with expected/modeled 

response to an intensification of 

surface westerlies. 

Response time to wind stress is 

several decades. 

Younger
Older



Open Questions
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• Role of ocean eddies 

• Future changes in ventilation (as Ozone 

recovers, GHGs continue to increase). 

• Impact on uptake of heat, freshwater, carbon, 

and nutrients. 



THE END
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THE END
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Temperature and Salinity Perturbations
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